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Emily is entering her final year of criminology studies at Elmhurst College.
She’s always had a passion for investigating unsolved mysteries and strange happenings. It all started when a
loved one was murdered during her childhood. It was an unsolved mystery and Emily vowed to become the
best investigator in the world. It was a lofty goal, but Emily is quite gifted. She can see things that other
people don’t. She’s been having startling nightmares lately and they all have something to do with the old
library on campus. There are plenty of rumors about the library, rumors that have to do with the mystery of
ghosts and spirits roaming the corridors. Emily never took much stock in the supernatural, but her mind begins
to change when a package of strange textbooks arrive at her dormitory. These aren’t standard issue textbooks
either.
They’re old manuscripts on conjuring spirits and ghosts. The arrival of this strange box of books sparks a
twisted mystery of disappearances, false identities and strange happenings on campus. Even some of the
professors are acting strange. Emily’s best friend Grace suddenly goes missing.

Emily’s worried about her and seeks the help of the university’s gossip queen to get answers. Natalie might
have a bad reputation for being in everyone’s business, but she is certainly a loyal friend. Yet, Emily might
need more than just Natalie’s salacious information if she hopes to solve the mystery of the mysterious women
who begin making appearances in the library. Two very different spirits seem to be communicating with
Emily from beyond the grave. Yet, what could they possibly want from Emily? Are the answers in the
necromancy books or did her friend Grace leave campus to find the answers for herself? It’s not just mere
curiosity that fuels Emily’s quest; it’s the fate of her own immortal soul.

